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Abstract
Three areas in the Texas Gulf Coastal Plain were studied using electric logs and seismic-
reflectiondata to interpret their depositional andstructuralhistoryand tocomparetheirpotential as
geopressured-geothermalreservoirs. The Cuero studyarea, on the lower Wilcox (upper Paleocene)
growth-fault trend, is characterized by closely and evenly spaced,subparallel, down-to-the-basin
growth faults, relatively small expansion ratios, and minor block rotation. Distributary-channel
sandstonesin thegeopressured lower Wilcox Group of the South Cook fault block appear to bethe
best geothermal aquifers in the Cuero area.The Blessing study area, on the lower Frio (Oligocene)
growth-fault trend,shows widerandmore variable fault spacingandmuch greaterexpansion ratios
and block rotation,particularly during earlyFrio time. Thick geopressured sandstone aquifersare
laterally moreextensive in the Blessingarea than in the Cuero area.The PleasantBayoustudyarea,
like the Blessing area, is on the Frio growth-fault trend, and its early structural development was
similar;rapid movement of widely spaced faults resulted in large expansion ratiosand major block
rotation.However,a late-stagepatternof salt upliftand withdrawal complicated thestructuralstyle.
Thick geopressured lower Friosandstone aquifers are highly permeableand laterallyextensive.asin
the Blessing area.
Inall threeareas, geopressuredaquifers werecreated whereearly,rapid movement alongdown-
to-the-basingrowth faults juxtaposedshallow-water sands againstoldershales,probablydeposited
inslope environments. Major transgressions followed thedeposition of reservoir sandsand probably
also influenced thehydraulic isolationthat allowed thebuildup of abnormal pressures.Of the three
areas, the Pleasant Bayou area hasthebest potential for geothermalenergyproduction because of
larger fault block area, greater thicknessand lateral continuity of individual sandstones,andhigher
formation temperaturesand pressures.
Keywords:geopressure, geothermalenergy, Gulf CoastalPlain, Texas, seismic surveys, structural geology, Tertiary,
clastic sediments.
Introduction
As part of a regional assessment of the
feasibility ofproducing geothermalenergyand
dissolved methane from deep, geopressured
Tertiary sandstoneaquifers beneath theTexas
Gulf Coastal Plain, three areas were selected
for detailed, site-specific investigation (fig. 1).
These areas were chosen on the basis of
thickness, continuity, and permeability of
sandstones, structural continuity, high for-
mation temperatures, and high pressure
gradients,as determined from regionalstudies
of the Paleocene-Eocene Wilcox Group
(Bebout and others, 1982) and the Oligocene
Frio Formation (Bebout and others, 1978;
Weise and others, 1981). Detailed in-
vestigations of sandstone geometry were
necessarily limited to areas with relatively
dense and evenlydistributeddeep well control.
The specific purpose of this study was to
integrate seismic reflection data and well data
to predict reservoir size and continuity. These
detailed studies led to analyses of the genesis
and continuity of geopressured sandstone
reservoirs and to a good regional model of the
structure and deposition of Cenozoic shelf
margins (Winker, 1982; Winker and Edwards,
1983). Although production of geothermal
energy and dissolved methane are not eco-
nomic under market conditions of the 1980's
(Wrighton, 1981), these studies may prove
relevant to future assessments of potential
geothermal energy production in Texas.
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Figure 1. Location of areas studiedfor this report in relationtogeothermalexplorationtrends,TexasGulfCoast.McAllen
Ranch included for comparisonof structural style (fig. 48).
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Regional Setting
Geopressured sandstone reservoirs occur
in the basinward parts of large Tertiary deltaic
complexes. TheCuero study area (fig. 2) ison
the southwestern margin of the lower Wilcox
(upper Paleocene) Rockdale delta system
(Fisher and McGowen, 1967) in a transitional
area between the dip-fed deltaic systemsto the
northeast and thestrike-fed barrier-strandplain
systems to the southwest. Lower Wilcox sand-
stones attain a maximum net thickness farther
to the northeast in the Rockdale depocenter,
but that area is too sparsely drilled on its
downdip geopressured fringe for adequate
assessment of geothermal resources.
The Pleasant Bayou study area (fig. 3) lies
on the southeastern margin of the Houston
delta complex of the Frio Formation (Galloway
and others, 1982); the Blessing study area is
transitional between the Houstondelta system
and the Greta-Carancahua strandplain to the
southwest. The Norias delta complex in South
Texasis a larger deltaic system within the Frio
Formation (Galloway and others,1982),but its
high percentage of chemically unstable vol-
canogenic sandstones has led to extensive
cementation and reduced porosityand perme-
ability (Loucksand others,1981 ),renderingthe
Norias complex less attractive for geothermal
exploration (Bebout and others, 1978). The
downdip geopressured Vicksburg Formation
(Oligocene) in South Texas is similarly limited
in geothermal potential (Loucks and others,
1981).
Geothermal trends (Bebout and others,
1978, 1982) correspond to zones of syndeposi-
tional down-to-the-basin normal faults, or
growth faults. Rapid movement along these
faults helped create the hydraulic isolation of
sandstone beds necessary for the buildup of
excess fluid pressure (Fowler, 1970; Harkins
and Baugher, 1969). By analogy with Quater-
nary structures in the Gulf Coast Basin, these
growth-fault trends can be interpreted as
ancientcontinental-shelf margins. According to
this model, faulting was caused primarily by
large-scale, deep-seated gravity sliding of the
continental slope (Rettger, 1935; Cloos, 1968;
Bruce, 1973; Crans and others, 1980; Winker,
1982). Geopressured sandstone aquifers were
created where large influxesof sandprograded
the shoreline close to the contemporaneous
shelf edge (fig. 4), and shallow-water sand
deposits were hydraulically isolated by rapid
subsidence along large regional faults (fig. 5).
An alternative model of similar deposits by
Berg (1981) suggests that major sand
deposition took place basinward of the con-
temporaneous shelf edge. However, regional
studies show that geopressured sandstones
are integral parts of prograding deltaic sys-
tems. Furthermore, detailed sedimentological
descriptions of geopressured reservoirs
(Morton and others, 1983) are similar to
descriptions of sandstones deposited in
shallow water (Beboutand others, 1978, 1982;
Han, 1981; Loucks and others,1981; Tyler and





Cenozoic stratigraphic units in the subsur-
face of the Texas Gulf Coast (table 1) consist
primarily of interbedded sandstone and shale.
Most subsurface units are informally defined,
lithostratigraphic rather than chronostrati-
graphic units, and contacts are therefore
generally transitional and time-transgressive
along both regional strike anddip. Subsurface
units are further constrained regionally by
foraminiferal zones, defined mainly by the
uppermost occurrences of diagnostic species
of benthic foraminifers. Distribution of these
foraminifers is to some extent environmentally
controlled,so that in a regressive depositional
sequence, the uppermost foraminifers tend to
occurhigher in the stratigraphicsection toward
the basin. Because of this facies control, the
tops of foraminiferal zones used for correlation
may be considerably diachronous.
For these reasons, stratigraphic correlation
within each studyarea was based primarily on
distinctive marker horizons (table 1)
recognizable on spontaneous potential (SP)
and resistivity (R)logs. Inmost cases,these log
markers were picked at major changes in the
sandstone/shale ratio or at the tops of major
upward-coarsening cycles characterized by
funnel-shaped patterns on electric logs and
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Figure 2. Location of Cuero study area in relation to regionalfacies (after Fisherand McGowen, 1967), net-sandstone
distribution (after Bebout and others, 1982), and geopressure (defined by 13 lb/gal drilling muddensity) in the lower
Wilcox Group (upper Paleocene) in Texas. Downdip wells do not penetrate the entire Wilcox section; closure of
contours is therefore speculative.
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interpreted as progradational
deltaic cycles (Fisher and others,
1969; Asquith, 1970). Such log
markers are not regionally per-
sistent, but most can be corre-
lated throughout individual study
areas. As a point of reference for
all correlations, one well in each
study area was designated a type
well (table 1).In thePleasantBayou
area, a geothermal test well
(General Crude Oil/Department of
Energy Pleasant Bayou No. 2) that
wasdrilled before this studybegan
wasusedasthe type well.Accuracy
was maintained by correlating in
closed loops where possible;
correlations across growth faults
were made where expansionof the
section is least. Typical correla-
tion problems encountered near
ancient shelf margins in the Gulf
Basin include (1) missing section
caused by normal faulting;
(2) expansion ofsection(as much as
10:1)acrossgrowth faults; (3)rapid
basinward changes in lithofacies
and log character; and (4) sub-
stantial deviations from extrap-
olated regionaldips (Winker,1982).
Shallower and farther updip, the
major correlation problems are
caused by lateral discontinuity of
individual sandstone beds. To
minimize such correlation prob-




Sandstone facies were inter-
preted primarily from electric-log
patterns (from gamma-ray logs
in a few wells). Cores from a few
wells were also available for
examination. Log facies were
interpreted both from vertical log
patterns for individual wells and
from lateral persistence of
individual sandstones from one





























Figure 4. Location of the three study areas in relation to regional post-Edwards shelf-margin trends and shelf-
margin deltacomplexes (major influxes of sand) in the northwesternGulf of Mexico Basin (after Winker, 1982).
Table 1. Approximate stratigraphic correlation of
electric-logandseismic correlationmarkers(TW, D1,TA,
B1, etc.) and informal stratigraphic units (1, 2, 3, etc.) in
four geothermalstudy areas. McAllen Ranch is included
for comparisonof structuralstyle (fig.48). Typewellsare
listed for each study area.
environmental interpretation from log patterns
are discussed in greater detail by Fisher and
others (1969).
Sandstone characteristics considered
favorable for reservoir quality are (1) lateral
persistence of sandstones; (2) vertical con-
tinuity, as evidenced by the absence of shale
breaks and quantified by maximum sand-
stone thickness;and (3) net sandstonegreater
than 50 ft thick. Upward-fining sandstones
with sharp bases are interpreted to represent
channel deposits and are thought to have
average permeabilities equal to or higher
than laterally equivalent sandstones with
upward-coarsening log patterns. These
criteria provided the basis for mapping the
optimum geopressured reservoir facies in
each fault block of interest.
Interval Velocities and
Seismic Interpretation
Accurate control of subsurface P-wave ve-

























































vm/m Interval of optimum geopressured sandstone aquifers
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Figure 5. Schematic cross section, central Texas Gulf Coast, showing relationship among major growth faults,
expansionof section, sand depocenters,and top of geopressure (afterBebout and others, 1982).
seismic-reflection sections, both for tying
wells to sections and for estimating dips of
fault and bedding planes. An additional
objective was to test the possibility of
mapping the top of geopressure from an inver-
sion of interval velocity. Velocity information
is available from three sources. (1) Acoustic
logs indicate the fine-scale velocity structure
and can be integrated to give a time-to-depth
conversion. They can also be processed to
generate synthetic seismograms, which can
be used to tie wells to seismic sections.
(2) Root-mean-square (RMS) velocities can be
estimated from applied stacking velocities or
power-spectrum displays and can be inverted
using the Dix equation to give interval veloci-
ties (Dobrin,1976, p. 230). (3) Velocity surveys
of wells provide estimates of interval
velocities by measuring the downhole travel
time from surface shots near the well.
A preliminary study of velocity distribu-
tion in the Cuero study area indicated that
velocity surveys provide the most reliable
source of interval velocities and time-to-depth
conversion (fig. 6). Some acoustic logs con-
tained systematic errors (underestimation of
velocity, particularly in shale) that became
apparent upon integration. Synthetic seismo-
grams were generatedfor some wells but were
of insufficient quality to assist in tying wells
to seismic sections. Stacking velocities
exhibited lateral incoherence, which limited
their value for time-to-depth conversion. At
the depth of geopressure, the qualityof power-
spectrum displays (velocity analyses) was
seldom good enough to pick velocity
8
Figure 6. Time-depth curves for wells in the Cuero study area, comparing resultsfrom velocitysurveys with velocity
analysesand acoustic logs.
inversions reliably. Velocitysurveysare subject
to errors in picking the first breaks because
of attenuation and changes of waveform at
depth, but they were ultimately given the most
weight as a source of velocity information.
In all three areas, velocities were found to
vary primarily as a function of stratigraphy.
In general, velocities decrease with forma-
tion pressure and increase with depth of
burial and with sandstone percentage. How-
ever, no clear-cut relationship between
the top of geopressure and interval-velocity




Faults were recognized from (1) missing
stratigraphic section on individual well logs,
(2) characteristic appearance on seismic
sections (as discussed by Dobrin,1976,p. 264),
and (3) discontinuities encountered when
contouring structure and isopach maps. In
many areas, well density andseismic coverage
were sufficient to allow contouring of fault
planes. Such maps and depth-converted
seismic sectionsshowed that most faults near
the depth of interest dip at approximately 45° .
Therefore, in areas of sparse well control,
particularly indowndipareas, faults picked ina
few isolated wells wereprojectedat a45° dip to
the mapping horizon.
In each study area, structure maps were
constructed on five or six log-derived marker
horizons (table 1), and isopach maps were
constructed for the corresponding intervals,
using all available deep well control except
for the few deviated wells. Seismic sections
were used primarily to verify the direction
and magnitude of dips. Time-structure and
isochron maps were constructed to guide the
contouring of well data and to extend the
mapping into areas of sparse or absent well
control. Structure and isopach maps were
then cross-checked for internal consistency.
In the Pleasant Bayou area, the area of
greatest structural complexity, isopach maps
proved to be invaluable for recognizing and
mapping deep faults. Isopach maps were also
a significant aid in structural mapping in the
Blessing area.
Isopach maps can be regarded, to a first
approximation, as paleostructure maps.
However, isopach maps differ from true
paleostructure maps because of (1) paleo-
topographic or paleobathymetric relief,
(2) subsequent compaction of the interval,and
(3)subsequent extension,as indicated bypost-
depositional normal faulting. Tocorrectforthis
last effect, fault blocks were graphically
restored to their original relative position on
isopach maps by removing the horizontal
component of post-depositional faulting. In
this way, the isopach maps were made
approximately palinspastic, resulting in some
distortion of the base maps and grids.
Fault movement cannot be quantified by
displacement rates because the absolute
duration of the shorter depositional intervals
is poorly known (table 1). It is more
meaningful to quantify the timing of fault
movement by the expansion index (or growth
ratio), defined as the downthrown thickness
divided by the upthrown thickness of a strati-
graphic interval (Thorsen, 1964). For most
faults mapped in this study, the expansion
indices are largest for the deepest intervals
and decline steadily upward, although there
are some notable exceptions. This upward
decline indicates a gradual weakening of the
extensional regime with time, interpreted by
Winker and Edwards (1983) to result
from migration of the shelf margin basin-
ward of the area. The extensional regime
presumably began when the area was still in
an upper-slope environment. However, the
slope facies is seldom penetrated by thedrill,
and on seismic sections it normally appears
noisy, transparent, orchaotic; it is thereforenot
mapped.
Cuero Area
The Cuero study was based on analysis of
electric logs from approximately 100 wells
and 36 mi (55km) of proprietary seismic data
(fig. 7). In addition, 25 mi (40 km) of new
seismic data were shot specifically for this
project. Cores from the type well (Atlantic
No. 1 Schorre) were logged by J. H. Han
to enhance the paleoenvironmental
interpretation. Velocity surveys from five
wells and numerous velocity analyses
provided the basis for time-to-depth
conversion of seismic sections.
Stratigraphy
In the Cuero area, three major regressive-
transgressive cycles— lower Wilcox, upper
Wilcox, and Yegua— occurred before the final
Oligocene regression (fig. 8, table 2). These
cycles provided the primary basis for strati-
graphic subdivision in the study area. Geo-
pressured sandstones are limited to the
downdip lowerWilcox (upperPaleocene),which
represents the first of these regressive cycles.
10
Figure 7. Data base map, Cuero study area. Grid is numbered according to the GeoMap system, which corresponds to USGS7.5-minute quadrangles. Exact locations of two seismic sections are not shown because of proprietary restrictions.
11
Figure 8. StructuraldipsectionoftheCuerostudyarea.Locationof sectionis showninfigure7.Stratigraphicpositionsof
correlationmarkersand informalstratigraphicunits aregivenin tables1and 2. All welllogs inthis reportareelectric logs;
spontaneouspotential (SP) is on the leftand resistivity (R) is on the right. Determinationof the top of geopressure is
discussed in Bebout and others (1982).
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Table 2. Characteristics of informal stratigraphicunits in the Cuero area.
Subdivision of the Wilcox into upper,
middle, and lower is informal. In this report,
the local top of lower Wilcox (D4') is definedas
the beginning of the middle Wilcox trans-
gression, marked by an upward decrease in
sandstone percentage (fig. 8). The beginning
of the middle Wilcox transgression is diach-
ronous along regional strike; the D4' marker
is therefore stratigraphically lower than the
top of lower Wilcox used in earlier regional
studies (Fisher and McGowen, 1967; Bebout
and others, 1982).Updip of the study area, the
entire Wilcox section becomes uniform,
making subdivision into upper, middle, and
lower difficult. Of the five electric-log corre-
lation markers (table 2), TW, Dl,and D3were
used in an earlier report on the Cuero area
(Bebout and others, 1982). Correlation was
mostly straightforward; the only serious diffi-
culties were encounteredat D3and D4' down-
dip of the South Cook fault block (fig. 7). The
base of Wilcox, which is transitionaland time-
transgressive, represents a change in facies
from delta-plain and delta-front sandstones to
prodelta (slope) shales (fig. 9). Therefore, no
correctable log marker exists for the Wilcox-
Midwayboundary in the study area.
Interval Velocities
In general, interval velocities in the Cuero
area (fig. 10) are a function of stratigraphy
Unit numbers
for isopach Overall
maps and Log- transgressive/
structural correlation Stratigraphic regressive
charactersections marker unit Lithology Relative velocity Seismic signature
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Figure 9. Stratigraphic dip section (B-B') and strike section (C-C') of the lower Wilcox Group illustrating typicallog
facies in the Cuero area. Locations are shown in figure 7.
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Figure 10. Interval velocities basedon velocitysurveys from five wells that are distributed widely enough to bracket
velocities in the study area. Note large velocity discontinuityat the top of the Wilcox strata. Velocity inversionsdonot
show a clear relationship to the top of geopressure.
(table 2). The most consistent feature of the
velocity data in this area is a large disconti-
nuity at the top of the Wilcox, which results in
a high-amplitude reflector (figs. 11 and 12).
Major velocity inversions result from (1) a
transition from Wilcox sandstone to Midway
shale (in the updip area); (2) a transition from
a more sandy upper Wilcox to a more shaly
middle Wilcox; and (3) a low-velocity lower
Wilcox downdip, in the growth-fault zone.
Only the last inversion is likely to be related
to a transition from normal pressure (normal
consolidation of shale) to overpressure
(underconsolidation of shale). Consequently,
it would be unreasonable to map the top of
geopressure in this area from the first major
velocity inversion.
Lower Wilcox Sandstone Facies
The lower Wilcox regressivesequencecom-
prises a series of stacked, upward-coarsening
cycles that increase upward in sandstone per-
centage (fig. 13). Spatial relationships among
sandstone facies (table 3) are summarized by
two stratigraphic sections (fig. 9) and a paleo-
geographic map (fig. 14). The stratigraphic
dip section shows the basic vertical progres-
sion of facies associated with progradation:
(1) prodelta/slope shales (characterized by
clinoform reflectors on seismic sections), over-
lain by (2) delta-front sandstones,overlain by
(3) the fluvial/delta-plain facies of sandstones
and shales. A similar basinward progression
can be seen on the same section,although the
pattern iscomplicated somewhat by expansion
of the section across growth faults.On a strike
section within the main fault block (fig. 9),
delta-front sandstones grade laterally into
thick, massive or upward-fining sandstones,
interpreted as distributary channel fill or
channel-mouth bars on the basis of core
descriptions (fig. 13). These channel-fill
sandstones exhibit high (>IOO md)
15
permeabilities in the Atlantic No. 1
Schorre well.
The distribution of sandstone
facies reflects the paleogeographic
relationships of the Rockdale delta
system as a whole (figs. 2and14).The
Cuero area lies in a transition from
predominantly deltaic systems, with
fluvial/deltaic-plain facies grading
basinward into distributaryand delta-
front facies, to predominantly strike-
fed barrier-strandplain facies
characterized by high continuity
along strike.
Within the geopressured part of
the lower Wilcox, distributary
channel-fill sandstones exhibit the
best potential as geothermal reser-
voirs. However, the small areal extent
of these sandstones (figs. 14 and 15)
places severe constraints on the
possible location and producing
volume ofageothermalwell.Ideally,a
well siteshould bechosento intersect
two or more overlapping sandstones
of high potential. In the Cuero area,
there is insufficient latitude in well-
site location to fulfill these criteria
while avoiding interference with
existing conventionalgas production
from the South Cook field (fig. 15).
Structure
The structural style in the Cuero
area (figs. 16 through 21) is typical of
the lower Wilcox trend (Bebout and
others, 1982).Major growth faults are
all down-to-the-basin, having a
relatively small throw (1,000 ft) and
minor rollover, which is nonetheless
sufficient to create anticlinal closures
within fault blocks. Fault traces are
subparallel and fairly evenly and
closely spaced. This results in long,
narrow fault blocks with low struc-
tural relief; the style changes little
from one mapping horizon to the next
(figs. 16 and 17). The small amount
of rollover (figs. 18 through 20)
indicates that the faults probably





























































Figure 12. Seismic section (migrated) with orientation nearer to true structural dip than in figure 11. Location is shown in figure 7.Faults cutting TW appear to cause a "wipe-out" zone below, with apparent velocity pulldown. This section also shows carbonateshelf margins and Midway Group clinoforms.
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Figure 13. Lower Wilcox section in the type well, with supplementary data.Environmental interpretations are based
on core analysis.
18
Table 3. Electric-log analysis of facies in the lower
Wilcox (unit 6), used for paleogeographicmapping in
the Cuero area.
considerable depth, which may be below the
Lower Cretaceous Edwards Limestone in thin,
non-diapiric Jurassic salt.
Initiation of growth faulting corresponds
approximately to the Midway-Wilcox strati-
graphic boundary. There are three possible
explanations of this timing: (1) Growth
faulting began once the shelf margin pro-
graded beyond the buried Lower Cretaceous
shelf edge; this may have allowed the shale
section to attain the critical thickness (Crans
and Mandl, 1981) required for gravity sliding.
(2) Growth faulting began with a major influx
of sand; therefore, growth faulting could have
been caused by loading of sand on top of mud
(Bruce, 1973). (3) If decollement took place in
non-diapiric salt, growth faulting may have
begun once the shelf margin reached the
updip limit of salt, which permitted large-
scale gravity sliding. It should be noted that
the presence of salt has not been documented
in this partof the Gulf Basin andisnot apparent
from available seismic-reflection data.
Reconstruction of the earliest structural
growth is hampered by the difficulty in corre-
lating any marker below D4' because of the
transitional Wileox-Midway boundary. From
stratigraphic dip sections with a datum of
D4\ it appears that faults bounding the South
Cook field were active during early Wilcox
time and had growth ratios of 1.5 to 2 (fig. 9).
During deposition of interval 5 (middle
Wilcox strata), these same faults continued to
move, and growthratios were below 2 (fig. 21).
This early, relatively rapid growth isolated
lower Wilcox sandstones and permitted
pressure to build up in the South Cook
fault block (fig. 17). The fault farthest updip
did not begin to move until the time of depo-
sition of interval 4 (upper-middle Wilcox); this
fault did not create a pressure trap. Growth
ratios of other faults declined with time; by
the time of deposition of interval 2 (Claibome),
growth ratios had droppedbelow 1.1 (fig. 21).
By this time, the shelf margin had pro-
graded approximately 20 to 30 mi basin-
ward of its position in early Wilcox time
(fig. 4). In post-Claiborne time (approximately
40 m.y. duration), the main structural
activity was regional southeastward tilting
(fig. 21). In spite of tilting, closure of
rollover anticlines was maintained (figs. 18
through 20).
Blessing Area
The Blessing study was based on electric
logs from approximately 120 wells and 150 mi
(95km) of proprietaryseismic sections(fig. 22).
Velocity surveys from six wellsfacilitated time-
to-depth conversion of seismic sections. Only
sidewall cores were available from this area.
Environmental Log Geographic
distributioninterpretation characteristics
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*Similarpattern wasalso observed below fluvial/deltaic-plain
facies in Midway-Wilcox transition.
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Figure 14. Lower Wilcox paleogeography of the Cuero study area, derived from electric-log analysis of facies. Extent of thefluvial/deltaic-plain facies shifted during early Wilcox time.
20
Figure 15. Geographic distribution of log patterns of three geopressured lower Wilcox sandstone aquifers in the
South Cook faultblock (fig.7). Optimumsandstonefacies are interpretedas distributary-mouthbars (figs.13and14). 'B,'
'C'and 'D' sands are identified in figures 9 and 13.
21
Figure 16. Structure map of top of Wilcox Group (TW marker). Note low structural relief and nearly parallel fault orientations.
22
Figure 17. Structure map of top of lower Wilcox Group (D4' marker). Note similarity to structure on TW (fig. 16). Geopressure islimited to the South Cook fault block and farther downdip.
23
Figure 18. Seismic section UT-2 (migrated) crossing the South Cook fault block. Location is shown in figure 7.
Stratigraphicpositionof correlationmarkersisshown intable1.Notelowstructuralreliefandminimalrollover,suggesting
deep decollement, possibly below the Cretaceous section. Also note "wipe-out" zone and pulldown below fault
displacement of top of Wilcox (velocity discontinuity), similar to that in figure 12.
Stratigraphy
The maximum pre-Miocene regression in
this area occurred in early Frio time
(Anomalina bilateralis zone); thus, lower Frio
sandstones have the greatest potential as
geothermal reservoirs in the Blessing area.
During the rest of Frio time, the area under-
went a net transgression, which reached its
maximum extent in Anahuac time (fig. 23;
table 4). A second major regression occurred
in the early Miocene.
24
Figure 19. SeismicsectionUT-3 (migrated).Locationis showninfigure7.Stratigraphicpositionof correlationmarkersis
shown in tables 1 and 2.
Correlation markers are the same as those
used by Weise and others (1981) in a prelimi-
nary study of the Blessing area; only minor
changes in correlations were made from the
earlier study. Precise correlations of the lower
Frio markers across major growth faults are
difficult because of very large growth ratios.
However, the sandy section of the lower Frio
is reasonably well defined on both sides of
most growth faults, so that an approximate
base of the sandy Frio can be recognized
across the study area (fig. 24).
Interval Velocities
As determined from six velocity surveys in
the area, velocity distribution in the Blessing
area is controlled primarily by stratigraphy
(fig. 25), as it is in the Cuero area. In
the Miocene section above the Anahuac
Shale, interval velocities increase steadily
with depth, reaching a maximum* of about
8,000 ft/sec near the base of the sandy
Miocene section. The top of the Anahuac
is marked by a moderate velocity inversion
in four of the six surveys. Within the Frio,
velocities vary from 8,000 ft/sec to more
than 10,000 ft/sec; velocities generally
increase downward, but the trend is irregu-
lar. Local velocity inversions exist but do
not correlate well with the top of geopressure.
Local zones of high velocities noted in one
velocity survey are probably artifacts of
the data.
25
Figure 20. Seismic sectionUT-4(migrated).Locationis showninfigure7.Stratigraphicpositionof correlationmarkersis
shown in tables 1 and 2.
Lower Frio Sandstone Facies
The lower Frio (unit 6) facies in the Bless-
ing area exhibits distinctive electric log
patterns (table 5) that appear to be more
closely related to differences in subsidence
rate than to depositional environment. The
facies updip of the major growth faults is
characterized by low lateral continuity
(fig. 24, A-A') and probably represents pri-
marily channel deposits, perhaps of small-
scale fluvial systems. The other facies show
predominantly upward-coarsening log
patterns and probably represent marginal-
marine environments. Optimum reservoir
sandstones are limited to strike-oriented
trends within the Blessing field fault block
(fig. 26) where individual sandstones without
shale breaks attain thicknesses greater than
100 ft.
In areas of extremely low or high subsi-
dence rates, individual sandstones are
26
Figure 21. Sequential isopach maps illustrating post-D4' structural evolution of the Cuero study area. Slight
distortion of the grid is caused by palinspastic restoration.The majorchange through time is a gradual weakeningof
the regional extensional regime, as evidenced by steadily declining expansion indices. Regional basinward tilting
was primarilypost-Claiborne.Movement of the updip fault is not apparentuntil unit 4.
generally thinner. To the north, against
the main geopressure-sealing growth fault
where subsidence rates are highest, the thick
sandstones appear to break up into
several thinner sandstones and inter-
calated shales. To the south, the reservoir
sandstones thin because of both lower subsi-
dence rates and a basinward decrease in
sandstone percentage.
Permeabilities of the sand bodies are low
(sidewall cores show about 25 md) but
do show some increase upward within the
27
Figure 22. Data base map, Blessing study area.
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Figure 23. Structural dip section, Blessing area. Location is shown in figure 22.Stratigraphic position of correlation
markers is shown in table 1. Equilibrium formation temperatures derived from log-headerdata; formation pressure
gradients derived from shale resistivity plots.After Weise and others, 1981.
30
Figure 24. Stratigraphicsectionsof thelowerFrioAnomalinabilateraliszone inthe Blessingarea.Locationsare shown in
figure 22. Spacing of adjacent logs has been modified somewhat to avoid crowding. Note that vertical sequences,
sandstone geometry, and differentiation of cycles are strongly influenced by subsidence rate.
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individual sand bodies. The area of optimum
sandstone is extensive and is favorably
aligned with the elongation of the Blessing
fault block (fig. 16). These factors indicate
considerable geothermal aquifer volume.
Structure
The structural style in the Blessing area
(figs. 27 through 30) is typical of the Frio trend
in the central Texas Gulf Coast, having
highly sinuous, predominantly down-to-the-
basin growth faults of variable spacing,
thousands of feet of displacement at depth,
growth ratios as high as 10:1, and exten-
sive rollover on the downthrown sides.
Displacements and growth ratios typically
vary greatly along the major faults. Faults
flatten somewhat with depth, but the
decollement has not been seen on seismic
sections. However, the listric nature of these
Figure 25. Interval velocities basedon velocitysurveys
of six wells in the Blessing area.
Table 5. Electric-log analysis of facies in the
Anomalina bilateralis zone (unit 6), lower Frio
Formation, Blessing area.
faults can be inferred from the substantial
amount of rollover.
In the Blessing area, two major sets of
growth faults cut the lower Frio Formation
(fig. 30). The updip set consists of several
arcuate faults enclosing lesser fault blocks
and bounding the Blessing block on thenorth,
separating it from the Tidehaven and Fran-
citas fields (fig. 22). Downdip of the Blessing
block is a single large growth fault separating
the Blessing block from the Trull field to the
south. Both sets of faults have relatively minor
displacement in the Miocene strata.
In addition to these faults, smaller faults
cut across the Blessing fault block (fig. 30). A
zone of small faults bisects the Blessing block
east of the Blessing field, where geopressured
sandstone aquifers are best developed.These
small faults were inferred from electric-log
correlation, but were not apparent on seismic
sections.A smallcross fault isinferred to bound
the Blessing block on the southwest.
Environmental Log Geographic
distributioninterpretation characteristics
Fluvial/ low subsi- Thin, laterally Updip of growth
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Figure 26. Geographic distribution of electric-log patterns in two lower Frio geopressured sandstone aquifers in the
western partof the Blessing fault block. 'B' and 'C sands are identifiedin figure 26.
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Figure 27. Single-fold seismic section illustrating typical structural style of the Blessing area: down-to-the-basin listric normalfaults with considerable expansion and rollover of the deeper units. Location is shown in figure 22. Stratigraphic position ofcorrelation markers is shown in table 1.
34
Figure 28. Twelve-fold seismic section (unmigrated) illustrating structural style. Small cross-faults in the Blessing fault block(fig. 30) are not apparent on this section and were recognized only from well data. Location is shown in figure 22.
35
Figure 29. Structure map on B3 marker (upper Frio Formation), Blessing area. Faults in this area are much more sinuous thanfaults in the Cuero study area, and fault blocks are wider.
36
Figure 30. Structure map on B5 marker (lower Frio Formation), Blessing area. Fault patterns are similar to those in figure 29, butrollover is much greater at this stratigraphic level. Sections AA', BB', and CC appear in figure 24.
37
Structural evolution (fig. 31) was charac-
terized by a steady decline in growth-fault
activity and late basinward tilting. During
earliest Frio time (interval 6), the main updip
growth fault underwent large-scale move-
ment; growth ratios ranged from 4:1 to 10:1,
and there was substantial rotation into the
fault. This movement of the updip growth
fault continued through unit 5 time and into
unit 4 (middle Frio time). The downdip fault
probably began to move during interval 6
time as well, but the data are inadequate to
define this stage. In late-Frio to post-Frio time
(units 1 through 3), fault activity was rela-
tively minor, growth ratios being generally
less than 1.2:1.
The Blessing fault block underwent major
rotation and rapid subsidence near the updip
growth fault from the time of unit 6 through
unit 4. This movement resulted in predomi-
nantly landward dips in these units and in
sealing of the sands in these units by pre-Frio
slope shales to the north and northwest
(figs. 27 and 28).
Pleaseant Bayou
Area
The Pleasant Bayou study was based on
logs of approximately 150 wells and 130 mi
(80 km) of seismic data (fig. 32). Velocity
surveys from five wells in the area provided
velocity control for time-to-depth conversion.
Cores from the Pleasant Bayou No. 1 were
logged in detail (Morton and others, 1983);
cores from other wells have also been
examined (Tyler and Han, 1982).
Stratigraphy
Pleasant Bayou stratigraphy is similar to
that of the nearby Blessing area. Geopres-
sured sandstone aquifers occur within the
Anomalina bilateralis zone of the lower Frio
Formation, which represents the maximum
pre-Miocene progradation of sandy facies in
this area (table 6; fig. 33). Of the correlation
markers used in this report, T2, T4, and T5
were also used in earlier reports on the
Pleasant Bayou area (Bebout and others,
1978; Flanigan, 1981), whereas TA and T3'are
new. The only serious difficulties in correla-
tion were encountered with the sub-T2
markers across the South Chocolate Bayou
fault zone (fig. 32), where growth faults are
closely spaced and cause a great expansionof
section (fig. 33). A tenuous lithologic marker
was picked at the apparent base of the sandy
Frio section for use in isopach mapping of
interval 6 (figs. 34 and 35).
Interval Velocities
As in the other areas, velocity distribution
in the Pleasant Bayou area (fig. 36) is con-
trolled primarily by stratigraphy. In the
Miocene section, interval velocities increase
fairly steadily with depth, reaching a maxi-
mum near the base of the Miocene. High
interval velocities in the lower Miocene sec-
tion may be caused in part by "hard streaks,"
or zones of high log resistivity (Flanigan,
1981). The very high velocity interval in the
geothermal test well at the base of the
Miocene is probably due to an inconsistency
between adjacent shots in picking the first
breaks; the calculated interval velocity of
17,000 ft/sec is unreasonably high for a
porous clastic lithology.
The top of the Anahuac Formation is
marked by a sharp velocity inversion; all the
velocity surveys show the Anahuac to be a
low-velocity zone. Within the Frio section,
interval velocities again increase fairly
steadily, except in one well that penetrated a
major growth fault and continued to consid-
erable depth through pre-Frio shale. The low-
velocity zone encountered in the deepest part
of this well is not representative of the Frio.
Most of the other data do not indicate that a
significant velocity inversion occurs con-
sistently with the top of geopressure. We
therefore infer that a simple general rela-
tionship between interval velocities and
formation pressures does not exist. Our obser-
vation casts doubt on the validity of using
inversions observed on velocity analyses to
predict the top of geopressure before drilling
begins. This relationship is known to work in
some areas of offshore Louisiana, but it does
not appear to be universally applicable.
38
Figure 31. Sequential isopach maps illustrating structural evolution of the Blessing area. Distortion of the grid is
caused by palinspastic restoration. As in the Cuero area, the majorchange with time isa steadydecreaseof expansion
indices, indicatinga weakening of the regional extensional regime. Areas of low subsidence rate in the oldest units
(5 and 6) may represent residual shale masses, possibly having nonpiercementuplift. Regionalbasinward tilting was
primarily post-Anahuac.
39
Figure 32. Data base map, Pleasant Bayou study area. Grid is numbered according to the GeoMap system, which corresponds toUSGS 7.5-minute quadrangle. Exact locations of seismic sections are not shown because of proprietary restrictions.
40


























































































































































































































































































































































Figure 33. Structural dip section across Chocolate Bayou field illustrating electric-log character of the correlation
markers and informal stratigraphic units in the Pleasant Bayou study area (table 4). Locationis shown in figure 32.
Two factors may invalidate the pressure-
interval velocity relationship. First, there
may be controls on shale consolidation other
than present fluid pressure. In the Pleasant
Bayou test well, the consolidation state of
clays increases steadily from the Anahuac, to
the normally pressured Frio, to the overpres-
sured Frio (K. L. Milliken,personal communi-
cation, 1982). This downward increase in
shale consolidation is consistent with
42
Figure 34. Stratigraphic dip section of the lower Frio Anomalina bilateralis zone across Chocolate Bayou field. Location is shownin figure 32. As in the Blessing area, vertical sequence, sandstone geometry, and differentiation of cycles are strongly affected bysubsidence rate.
43
Figure 35. Stratigraphic strike section of the lower Frio Anomalina bilateralis zone in the East Chocolate Bayou fault block,including the Pleasant Bayou No. 2 geothermal well. Location is shown in figure 32.
44
Figure 36. Interval velocities based on velocity surveys of five wells in the Pleasant Bayou study area. Datum is
velocity inversion at the top of Anahuac. High-velocity zone just above Anahuac in the Pleasant Bayou well is
probablyan artifactof the data.Strong velocity inversionapproximately4,500 ft below the top of Anahuac in one well
is caused by crossing a major fault into underconsolidatedpre-Frio (Vicksburg, Jackson, and possibly Claibome)
shale, probably of deep-water origin. Otherwise, no clear relationship exists between geopressure and interval
velocities.
interval velocities. Second, a high percentage
of well-cemented sandstones in the geopres-
sured zone could cancel anyeffect of lowshale
velocities, and no inversion of interval
velocities would be apparent. This effect is
expected to be particularly significant in
geothermal prospect areas, where a high
sandstone percentage in the geopressured
zone is a prerequisiteofexplorationorwell-site
selection.
Lower Frio Sandstone Facies
Four sandstone facies were recognized in
the Anomalina bilateralis zone (table 7).
These facies may represent different deposi-
tional environments, but some of the differ-
ences in logcharacter areprobably attributable
to large differences in subsidence rates, as in
the Blessing area. Spatial relationships among
these facies are shown by two stratigraphic
sections (figs. 34 and 35) and by maps of log
patterns for individual sandstones (figs. 37
through 39).
For reservoir evaluation, three kinds of
facies variability that can be deduced from log
patterns are considered significant: maximum
thickness of an individual sandstone, vertical
profile, and lateral continuity. Upward-fining
sandstones, which are generally thought to
represent distributary-channel facies, tend to
be thicker than upward-coarsening sand-
stones, although this relationship isnot as well
defined here as in the Cuero study area.
Sedimentary structures in core from the
Pleasant Bayou No. 1 well corroborate a
distributary-channel interpretation of the 'C
sandstone (fig. 38).
Aquifer permeabilities are generally high,
commonly greater than 1 darcy in the 'A' and
45
Figure 37. Geographicdistributionof electric-logpatternsof the geopressured 'A'sand, lowerFrio Formation,Eastand
South Chocolate Bayou fault blocks. 'A' sand is identified in figures 34 and 35.
'C sandstones of the Chocolate Bayou area;
however, no obvious relationship exists
between log pattern and maximum perme-
ability. Nonetheless, we regard the thicker
upward-fining or blocky sandstones as
representing the best geothermal reservoir
facies. Extensive areas of optimum sandstone
development (figs. 37 through 39), in
combination with consistently high
permeabilities, make the Pleasant Bayou area
an excellent geothermal prospect.
Structure
Pleasant Bayou lies within thesalt-structure
province of the Houston Embayment. Salt
tectonics have superimposed a pattern of
domes and withdrawal basins (fig. 40) on the
regional growth-fault structures (fig. 41),
resulting in a complicated, multiphase
structural style (figs. 42 and 43). Well logs
provided the primary basis for structural
mapping, except in the salt-withdrawal basin
between Danbury Dome and the Chocolate




Fluvial/deltaic High sandstone; Updip of main































Figure 38. Geographic distribution of electric-log patterns of the geopressured 'C' sand (the producing sand in the
Pleasant Bayougeothermalwell),lowerFrio Formation,East andSouth ChocolateBayou faultblocks.This isone of the
mostextensive thick geopressured sandstones studiedintheTexas GulfCoast.'C' sandis identifiedin figures34 and35.
Figure 39. Geographicdistributionof electric-logpatternsof thegeopressured 'D'sand, lowerFrio Formation,Eastand
South ChocolateBayou fault blocks. 'D' sand is identified in figures 34 and 35.
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Bayou field, where well control is
sparse and structure maps were
constructed using seismic data.
The resulting structure map
(fig. 43) on the zone of interest (T5)
differs markedly from earlier maps
of this area (Bebout and others,
1978; Flanigan, 1981).
The Pleasant Bayou structural
style atdepthhas manyelements in
common with that of the Blessing
area (fig. 30), which was not
strongly affected by salt tectonics.
Deep faults are predominantly
down-to-the-basin, sinuous or
arcuate in plan view, and have
highly variable spacing;some have
substantial rollover. In thePleasant
Bayou area, three sets of down-to-
the-basin faults cut the lower Frio
Formation (fig. 43): (1) A single,
deep, listric fault of large
displacement (figs. 41, 45, and 46)
separates the East and West
Chocolate Bayou fields and cuts
through the Danbury Dome field
(fig. 43). Thisfaultisdifficulttomap
properly except by use of
sequential isopach maps; its
displacement decreases and
probablydies out to the southwest.
(2) Northof thisfault are faults with
closer spacing and less displace-
ment and expansion of the Frio
section (fig. 44). (3) In the South
Chocolate Bayou field is a set of
closely spaced faults of substantial
displacement (figs. 41, 42,and 43).
In addition to thesemajor down-
to-the-basin faults, small faults cut
obliquely across the East
Chocolate Bayou fault block.
The small fault in the East
Chocolate Bayou field (fig. 44) is
inferred from both well and seismic
data (fig. 40); those faults near the
type well are based strictly on
seismic data (fig. 46). The originof
these faults is not wellunderstood,
but they probably resulted from
minor distortions of the large fault





















































Figure 41. Twelve-foldseismic dip section (migrated) crossing East andSouth Chocolate Bayou fields. Location is
shown in figure 32. Stratigraphicposition of correlation markers is shown in table1. Decollement appearsshallower
and rollovergreater in the updip growth fault than in the downdip (South Chocolate Bayou) growth faults. Note the
apparent absence of salt tectonics, perhaps caused by early (pre-Frio) salt withdrawalfrom this area.
Salt mobilization caused by the deposition
of clastic sediments over salt led to the growth
of Danbury Dome and an extensive salt-
withdrawal syncline to the east and south.
Arching of the strata over the growing dome
resulted in the formation of radial faults
(figs. 43 and 47) that are largely unrelated to
the down-to-the-basin growth faults and that
do not cut the lower Frio Formation (figs. 44,
45, and 46).
Sequential isopach maps (fig. 47) allow
recognition of three stages of structural
evolution: (1) During early Frio time
(intervals 5 and 6), a major down-to-the-basin
growth fault formed. Expansion ratios were as
high as 6, and substantial rollover anticlines
developed. This fault isolated downdip sand-
stones by placing them against older
(Vicksburg?) slope shales, thus creating the
seal necessary for formation of geo-
pressure. The South Chocolate Bayou fault
system was less active during this time.
(2) During later Frio time (intervals 3
and 4), movement along the main reservoir-
bounding fault declined substantially,
while the South Chocolate Bayou fault
system became very active. This basinward
shift in the locus of major fault growth was
probably caused by basinward progradation
of the shelf margin and thus of the extensional
regime. (3) In post-Frio time (intervals 1
and 2), structural growth was dominated
49
Figure 42. Structure on T2 horizon (top of Ci bic ides hazzardi zone), upper Frio Formation, Pleasant Bayou area. Structural relief issubstantial, primarily because of post-Anahuac shale tectonics; displacement on down-to-the-basin growth faults is relativelysmall. Radial faults around Danbury Dome are complex and are shown schematically; structure near the dome has not beenexamined in detail.
50
Figure 43. Structure on T5 horizon (top of Anomalinabilateralis zone), lower Frio Formation. Displacement on down-to-the-basingrowth faults is much greater than that shown in figure 42, and rollover is substantial. Radial faults around Danbury Dome do notreach this horizon.
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Figure 44. Twelve-foldseismic section (unmigrated)south of Danbury Dome. Location is shown in figure 32. Strati-
graphic position of correlation markers is shown in table 1. Section illustrates two types of faults: (1) at depth, a
regional, down-to-the-basin, listric normal growth fault, which dies out up-section, and (2) shallower, local radial
faults associated with Danbury Dome, whichdie out down-section.
by deep-seated salt intrusion and related
radial faults. Some of the down-to-the-basin
faults continued to move, but at a greatly
diminished rate.
Chocolate Bayou field apparently did not
undergo either salt withdrawal or uplift
during the time interval shown in the isopach
maps (fig. 47). A likely explanation of this
stability is that the area of Chocolate Bayou
field underwent salt withdrawal during its
pre-Frio history, while still in a continental-
slope environment. Such salt-withdrawal
basins are common on the Modern slope of the
northwestern Gulf of Mexico (Lehner, 1969).
52
Figure 45. Twelve-foldseismic section (unmigrated)east of Danbury Dome. Location is shown in figure 32. Strati-
graphic position of correlationmarkers is shown in table 1. Section also illustrates contrast betweendeeper regional
growth fault and shallowerradial faults.
53
Figure 46. Twelve-fold seismic section (migrated) east of Danbury Dome. Location is shown in figure 32. Strati-
graphic position of correlation markers is shown in table 1. Deep cross-faults on this section were inferred by tying
reflectors around loops; thesefaults are not readilyapparenton a single section.
Thus, Chocolate Bayou field may be
analogous to "turtle structures" in the East
Texas Basin and the North Sea, where broad
structural closure is ultimately created in
areas of initial salt withdrawal. In the
Chocolate Bayou field, rollover associated
with growth faulting accentuated the
structural closure.
54
Figure 47. Sequential isopach maps of the PleasantBayouarea illustrating structural evolutionduring Frio and post-
Frio time.Distortion of the grid is caused by palinspastic restoration. During early Frio time, structural development
was dominatedby strong regionalextension,as evidencedby down-to-the-basingrowth faults with large expansion
indices; salt tectonics are not evident. During post-Frio time, regional extension was weak, and structural growth





of the Three Areas
Among the three areas in Texaschosen for
intensive evaluation, the most striking dif-
ferences are in structural style (fig. 48) and
sandstone distribution (fig. 49). In the Cuero
and Blessing areas, the dominant structures
are down-to-the-basin normal faults with
maximum displacement at depth and
subdued expression in the shallow section.
These two areas differ substantially in fault
spacing and structural relief, probably
attributable to differences in mobility of the
substrate, extension rate of the shelf margin,
and depth of decollement. In contrast, struc-
ture in the Pleasant Bayou area is the result of
two independent mechanisms superimposed
to produce a complex, high-relief structure.
Growth faulting and salt mobilization
operated to produce the Chocolate Bayou
anticline, Danbury Dome, and the interven-
ing salt-withdrawal basin.
The two Frio fault blocks (Pleasant Bayou
and Blessing) are both larger and structurally
more suitable for water production than the
Wilcox fault block (fig. 49). In the Pleasant
Bayou area, the thickest sandstones with
blocky SP patterns occur in an area that is
nearly equidimensional and includes about
25 mi2 of the large fault block. At Blessing,
the axes of optimum sand distribution parallel
the strike of the fault block and are centrally
located within it. In contrast, the optimum
reservoir facies of the Cuero area are much
more limited in areal extent than those of the
Frio sandstones (fig. 49). This results from the
relatively narrow, dip-oriented sandstone
trends perpendicular to the long axis of the
fault block. This not only limits the potential
reservoir volume but also severely constrains
the location of test wells.
In spite of the higher geothermal gradient
of the Wilcox as a whole (Bebout and others,
1982), potential geothermal aquifers in the
Cuero area have lower temperatures than
those in the Pleasant Bayou area because of
the former's shallower depths. Cuero aquifer
temperatures, however, are slightly higher
than temperatures in the Blessing area
(table 8). The Cuero and Blessing areas have
similar pressures, but these are substantially
lower than in the deeper Pleasant Bayou area
(table 8).
In general, the stratigraphic and struc-
tural relationships that result in geopressure
are similar in all three areas. All the geopres-
sured reservoirs are characterized by rapid,
syndepositional regional extension,
Table 8. Reservoir parameters for three geothermal
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Figure 48. Dip sections of the three study areas, without vertical exaggeration, illustrating contrast of structural
styles. Downdip part of the Pleasant Bayou section is shown schematicallybecause of lack of data, and is inferred
from isopach maps(fig.47). Vicksburg section is basedon aseismicsection andlogdatafromHan (1982); it is included
here to show structures dominated by shallow decollement for purposes of comparison.Locationsof these sections
are shown in figures 4, 7, 22, and 32.
manifested by llstric normal faults of large
displacement. Shallow-water deltaic
sandstones were faulted against older shales
that were presumably deposited in a deeper-
water environment. In this waythegrowth fault
sealed the reservoir on the landward side.
Another common characteristic of these
study areas is a significant transgression
following the maximum regression that
created the main geopressured aquifer. This
transgression apparently affects the hydrau-
lic isolation of the main geopressured aquifer
on the basinward side. Without the subse-
quent transgression, that aquifer might be
upfaulted on the basinward side against
younger sandstones of high continuity and
permeability, thus draining the aquifer and
preventing the accumulation of geopressure.
57
Figure 49. Distributionof optimum geopressured sandstonefacies in the three study areas, basedon figures 15, 26,37
38, and 39. Pleasant Bayou is superior inpermeability,sandstonecontinuity,and structuralcontinuity.
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Finally, sandstone composition and dia-
genesis must be conducive to retention of
porosity and permeability to permit efficient
production from the reservoir. All the areas in
this study are outside of the volcanogenic
sandstone province of South Texas, charac-
terized by low permeabilities in deep geo-
pressured aquifers.
Generalizations about favorable struc-
tural style or setting are more difficult to
make. Obviously, large fault blocks without
subordinate small faults are ideal. It is also
important that the growth fault that created
the geopressure seal remained active far
enough landward of the contemporaneous
shelf edge to seal off a large area of shallow-
water, proximal deltaic sandstones. The
Pleasant Bayou area appears to be excep-
tionally favorable in this respect. Unantici-
pated structural complexities at depth,
particularly small faults, may reduce the
quality of an otherwise favorable geothermal
area. Antithetic faults, caused by the flexure
of bedding planes associated with rollover,
may interrupt reservoir continuity near the
crests of large structures. The number and
density of parallel down-to-the-basin faults
may increase with depth. Sediments within
large fault blocks may undergo minor defor-
mation during early structural movement,
resulting in small but potentially reservoir-
limiting cross-faults. Another important
consideration is that deep structure is diffi-
cult to predict by downward extrapolation of
shallow structures, particularly in areas of
salt tectonics. Abundant deep well control
and an extensive seismic grid are essential for
predicting reservoir continuity in geopres-
sured aquifers.
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